
Продажа - Дом - New Golden Mile
2.500.000€ 

Ref.-ID: MIBGR4285165 New Golden Mile Дом

ИБИ: 1,800 EUR / год Мусор: 198 EUR / год 4 4.5 571 m2 1198 m2

WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE TO AMENITIES Amazing contemporary villa located between Marbella and Estepona, within walking distance restaurants, bars, shops, supermarkets, 
cosy squares and much more. Offering lush private gardens and an inviting swimming pool, this elegant villa with superior finishings merge indoor and outdoor living spaces to the 
fullest. SLEEK AND CONTEMPORARY DESIGN The top-spec kitchen, dining room and lounge blend into a spacious open plan area that is very much the heart of the home, but slide 
the doors to the terrace and you create a whole new dimension in which the living space is amplified both in size and scope. On the main floor of this beautiful home you will find a 
bright and airy lounge - dining room, a fully fitted modern kitchen with island and a large office with access to the amazing outside space featuring a salt water infinity pool, an 
outside kitchen and covered and uncovered terrace ideal to chill out or for al fresco dining with family and friends. On the upper floor, you will find the elegant master bedroom 
with en-suite and dressing area and 2 guest bedrooms sharing a family bathroom and with access to the terrace. The lower level comprises of a gym with sauna and jacuzzi, a 
cinema room, a guest bedroom, a bathroom, a laundry room, a storeroom and a technical room. Finally there a carport for 2 cars. THE AREA The location is unbeatable, the New 
Golden Mile offers wonderful beaches and the promenade where you can enjoy walking to chiringuitos, shops and children playground. You will find as well within a very short 
drive international schools, hospitals, golf courses, beach clubs, fine restaurants, leisure centres, safari park and the local equestrian center. 



Расположение
 Рядом с гольф-полем
 Рядом с магазинами
 Рядом с городом
 Близко к школам

бассейн
 Приватный

Климат-контроль
 Кондиционер холодного 

воздуха
 Камин

ВИД
 Море
 Горы

Особенности
 Встроенные шкафы
 Подсобное помещение
 Барбекю
 Двойные стеклопакеты

Кухня
 Полностью оборудованная

Сад
 Приватный

меры безопасности
 Огражденный комплекс
 Сигнализация

Парковка
 С навесом


